
Pedestrian Advisory Committee 
Infrastructure and Engineering Minutes 
Thursday, May 20, 2021– 4:30 PM 
Microsoft Teams Meeting 

Introductions  

Discussion 

Near North Safe Routes to School, 30% - Forrest Hardy, Nathan Kemmer, Mpls. Public Works 
(4:30-4:50) 

• Goals: 

o Improve safety of most vulnerable users 

o Connect 3 schools and 3 parks 

o Address safety on a documented crash concentration corridor 

o Fulfill city transportation goals 

• On all ages and abilities bikeway network 

• Speeds and volumes: 31 mph 

• Treatments to slow traffic: mini roundabouts, raised crossings, speed humps 

 

Christopher Hoffer: Do you have a budget now, or is that done when the drawings are done? 

Hardy: Federal funding awarded in 2018 which locked in budget at that time. Planning 
treatments needs to be calibrated so it fits within budget. 

Hoffer: If you get a lot of feedback from residents, does that affect funding levels at all? 

Hardy: If there are elements that are above and beyond scope of project, it's out of scope. Can 
add some elements if able to take away budget from other elements. 

Matt Steinrueck: When here before, was talk about diverters around North Commons/North 
High. Where did that go? 

Hardy: Volumes well within suitable for bike boulevard. With multiple streets already blocked 
by North Commons Park and North High, neighbors said vehicle access would be harmed by 
instituting diverters at that location. 

RESOLUTION: The Pedestrian Advisory Committee supports the Near North Safe Routes to 
School project as proposed by Minneapolis Public Works. We appreciate the variety of traffic 
calming treatments that will improve safety for all users of 16th Ave N. 

 



2022 Hennepin County HSIP Safety Project (Cedar/42nd/Nokomis/26th/21st), 15-30% - 
Matthew Dyrdahl, Mpls. Public Works and Olagoke Afolabi, Hennepin County (5:00-5:20) 

• Five different intersections 

• Looking for a resolution today 

• Will be doing ADA ped improvements and bumpouts to narrow intersections. 

• Added dedicated left turn lane at Cedar and 42nd St to reduce pressure on 
pedestrians from left-turning vehicles. 

• Added protected bicycle crossing at 42nd St as well 

• Adding median refuge to 21st Ave S and 42nd St, and 26th Ave S and 42nd St, that 
permits bicycle crossings while prohibiting left-turn and thru vehicle use. 

• Added pedestrian refuge median at 26th Ave S and 42nd St. 

Comments supported removing parking to add space for pedestrian refuges, narrowing 
crossings at Cedar Ave and Lake Street. 

RESOLUTION: The Pedestrian Advisory Committee supports the 2022 Hennepin County HSIP 
Safety Project. These intersection improvements contribute to both real and perceived safety 
for pedestrians. We particularly support reducing crossing distances for all intersections and for 
that reason ask that a bump-out be added at Cedar Avenue and extended at Lake Street to 
reduce lane widths to 10 feet. 

Franklin Resurfacing/Bikeway, 30% - Amy Morgan, Mpls Public Works (5:20-5:40) 

• Franklin Ave Resurfacing happening this year between Penn Ave and Colfax Ave. 
Provides opportunity to reevaluate striping from Hennepin to Penn and do safety 
improvements. 

• Franklin Ave is an important neighborhood connection from Lake of the Isles to 
Hennepin. 

• Fall 2020 community outreach requested slower vehicle speeds, safer travel, high 
demand for existing parking, maintain access for businesses and residents 

• Project goals: improve safety and predictability for all people, maintain existing on-
street parking, redistribute space to balance needs of all users, maintain access, and 
support active transportation. 

• Current speeds around 29 to 33 MPH. 22 crashes 2016-2019. 

• Majority of street has room for 10' travel lanes plus standard bike lanes except for 
two locations. 

o Advisory bike lanes proposed for those short segments, can expect mixing, 
merging, and yielding 

o Allows maintenance of on-street parking 

o Provides dedicated space for cyclists in the roadway 



Aaron: Would it be safer to have advisory bike lanes throughout full project area? 

Morgan: Would not feel safer. 

Julia Curran: Want to address sidewalk gap - what can we do where sidewalk disappears? 

Morgan: No curb work in this project at all. Where Julia's mentioning is right at a curb. Will 
bring back idea for signage. Cedar-Isles master plan process will encompass this area, and this 
could be brought up in that process. 

Hoffer: Logan Avenue feels like it should be a three-way stop sign. 

Morgan: The westbound stop sign was added in the 80s, but there has been no perceived need 
for an eastbound sign. Can bring that back. 

Curran: Is there a chance to tighten up Hennepin Avenue crossing in coordination with 
Hennepin reconstruction effort? 

Morgan: This leg of the intersection is getting looked at as part of the project. 

RESOLUTION: The Pedestrian Advisory Committee supports the proposal for Franklin Avenue 
Resurfacing. We request signage be added to alert pedestrians to the sidewalk gap so 
pedestrians may cross earlier. We also request consideration of a stop sign for eastbound traffic 
at the intersection with South Logan Ave. 

 

Bryant Ave Reconstruction Project, 15% - Liz Heyman and Trey Joiner, Mpls Public Works 
(5:40-6:00) 

• Proposing a one-way street for cars to reduce conflict between pedestrians and 
bicyclists on the shared use path and maintain on-street parking at business nodes. 

• Will likely increase traffic on adjacent local streets. 

• Expect minimal spillover onto Lyndale. 

Aaron: Is modeling available to understand speed impacts of one-way street design? 

Heyman: The streets people are thinking of are wide streets, this design is much more like a 
parkway design with chicanes, narrow entrances, etc., which should calm traffic. 

Curran: What are air quality impacts of moving traffic from Bryant to other corridors? 

Heyman: We have not done those types of analyses. We're expecting approximately half of 
vehicles to be diverted to other corridors. 

Joiner: We also get to have wider boulevards which is  

Vader: Are you able to do more traffic calming in one-way versus two-way design? 

Heyman: One is long spaces of very narrow street in places where we know we have speeding 
today. 

Barb Olson: What direction will traffic be going? 



Heyman: Converging one-way: southbound from Lake to 46th, northbound from 50th to 46th. 
Based on existing land use - Clara Barton School is main southbound destination because school 
buses need to be able to drop off on side of school. 

RESOLUTION: The PAC supports the proposed one-way design for the Bryant Ave S 
reconstruction and move transit to Lyndale Ave. This creative design will reduce speeds and 
improve safety for all modes of transportation.  

 

Upper Harbor Terminal, 33rd Ave N, 15% - Alexander Kado, Mpls Public Works; Ciara 
Schlichting and Chris Bower, Toole Design (6:00-6:20) 

• Truck facility at 33rd Ave S so there's a reason to not include a sidewalk 

Julia: Concern about having a roadway without a sidewalk option. 

Christopher: I personally would not walk on this location due to the dangerous conditions. 

Aaron: Would it be possible to narrow street? 

Kado: Volume on street is low, currently used as an industrial facility. Most of residential uses 
are away from this area. Yet turning movements of trucks are the major challenge. 

Curran: Could this be a one-way? 

Bower: That is a good idea and long-term that could be a good idea. Currently it is one way in 
and out, and in long term parkway will prohibit trucks. 

Vader: Upper Harbor Terminal is designed to be a 24/7 destination, so we really need to err on 
the side of welcoming people who are not driving into that destination. 

Olson: Design challenge will be to make sure sidewalk is safe for all levels of walkers including 
people who are not sighted. 

Kado: Making sure sidewalk is detectable is critical. 

RESOLUTION: The Pedestrian Advisory Committee supports design Option A for 33rd Avenue 
North, which is the only complete streets option presented for this street. The city's Complete 
Streets policy is unambiguous about the need to prioritize vulnerable street users in any design. 
Although truck movements are a legitimate safety concern, this needs to be solved with 
engineering practices rather than excluding pedestrians from choosing the route that best 
meets their needs. 

 

Adjournment (6:20-6:30) 
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